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We introduce, in a systematic way, a set of generating functions that solve all the different combina-

torial problems that crop up in the study of black hole entropy in loop quantum gravity. Specifically we

give generating functions for the following: the different sources of degeneracy related to the spectrum of

the area operator, the solutions to the projection constraint, and the black hole degeneracy spectrum. Our

methods are capable of handling the different countings proposed and discussed in the literature. The

generating functions presented here provide the appropriate starting point to extend the results already

obtained for microscopic black holes to the macroscopic regime—in particular those concerning the area

law and the appearance of an effectively equidistant area spectrum.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The study of the black hole degeneracy spectrum in loop
quantum gravity (LQG) has provided important support for
the formalism. The confirmation that the expected behav-
ior for the entropy as a function of area is obtained is one of
the main physical achievements claimed in this framework
[1]. In addition to the early successes in this respect there
has been an important series of results in the recent past
related to this problem. In particular, the studies carried out
in [2,3] have unearthed a very rich and unexpected behav-
ior of the black hole degeneracy spectrum predicted by
LQG. For microscopic black holes these papers show that,
in addition to the exponential growth compatible with the
Bekenstein-Hawking area law, an effective equispacing of
the spectrum (with a period approximately proportional to
log3) is present. If this feature survives in the macroscopic
limit it would be a very interesting consequence of LQG
because, despite the unevenness of the spectrum of the area
operator, an emergent, effective, regular spacing would be
predicted. This can be seen as an additional consistency
check for the formalism because such a behavior is ex-
pected on general grounds [4].

In order to extend the existing microscopic results to
macroscopic areas one has to find a way to reach this
asymptotic limit without spoiling the content of the theory
with uncontrollable approximations. This is very much in
the spirit of mathematical statistical mechanics and com-
binatorics. As it is usually done in that framework, the
process of reaching the asymptotic (thermodynamical)
limit requires a number of steps. The first one is casting
the problem at hand—in this case the counting of the
relevant black hole microstates—in such a way that the

intimate mathematical nature of the model is captured.
This has already been done in [5] for the black hole entropy
problem in LQG. The success in this first step can be
judged by trying to carry out the second one: obtaining
suitable generating functions for the combinatorial prob-
lems involved in the counting of states. This is the purpose
of this paper. A third—and final—problem, that has to be
tackled immediately after the one considered here, is to get
appropriate asymptotic expansions capturing the macro-
scopic behavior of black hole entropy as predicted by
LQG. This may well be the hardest step due to its analytic
nature. Almost certainly it will require mathematical tools
different from the number-theoretical and combinatorial
methods used to complete the first two parts of the program
described above.
The paper is organized as follows. After this introduc-

tion we review in Sec. II the algorithm proposed in [5] to
compute the black hole degeneracy. The notation used in
the paper will closely follow that of [5]. Section III is
devoted to the obtention of the generating functions count-
ing the number of solutions to the linear diophantine
equations needed to describe the degeneracy of the area
operator. Section IV deals with the generating functions
giving the full black hole degeneracy spectrum for the
different versions of the projection constraint that appear
in the literature. Finally we end with some conclusions and
comments in Sec. V.
All the results presented here refer to the isolated hori-

zons that are used to model black holes in LQG. When we
talk about black hole properties in the following we refer,
in fact, to the isolated horizons representing them.

II. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE AREA
SPECTRUM

The black hole area in LQG is given by eigenvalues A of
the area operator of the form
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A ¼ 8��‘2P
XN
I¼1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
jIðjI þ 1Þ

q
; (2.1)

where � is the Immirzi parameter and ‘P is the Planck
length. Here the labels jI 2 N=2 are half-integers associ-
ated with the edges of a certain spin network state. They
pierce the isolated horizon representing the black hole at a
finite set of N points called punctures [1]. In the following
we will choose units such that 4��‘2P ¼ 1. Horizon quan-
tum states are further characterized by an extra label mI

that can be interpreted as a spin component. Depending on
the horizon topology these labels are restricted to satisfy
certain constraints that we will discuss later.

The real numbers belonging to the spectrum of the area
operator have been characterized in [5]. An obvious, but
important, comment is that these numbers must be linear
combinations of square roots of square-free numbers
(SRSFN) pi with non-negative integer coefficients qi. In
order to check if a number a ¼ P

r
i¼1 qi

ffiffiffiffiffi
pi

p
belongs to the

area spectrum there must exist jI :¼ kI=2, kI 2 N, such
that

XN
I¼1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðkI þ 1Þ2 � 1

q
¼ Xkmax

k¼1

nk

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðkþ 1Þ2 � 1

q

¼ Xr
i¼1

qi
ffiffiffiffiffi
pi

p ¼ a: (2.2)

Here the nk denote the number of punctures corresponding
to edges carrying spin k=2; hence the sum n1 þ � � � þ
nkmax

¼ N is just the total number of punctures. Notice

that we can always write
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiðkþ 1Þ2 � 1

p
as the product of

an integer times the square root of a square-free positive
integer number (SRSFN) by using its prime factor decom-
position. Equation (2.2) is solved in two steps: First we
must identify the allowed spins k=2 such thatffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiðkþ 1Þ2 � 1
p

is an integer multiple of some
ffiffiffiffiffi
pi

p
, and

then determine the value of nk that tells us how many times
each of them appears. In order to deal with the first prob-
lem we must solve the Pell equations associated with each
of the SRSFN’s in the right-hand side of (2.2), i.e.

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðkþ 1Þ2 � 1

q
¼ y

ffiffiffiffiffi
pi

p , ðkþ 1Þ2 � piy
2 ¼ 1; (2.3)

with y 2 N. We will label the solutions as fðkim; yimÞ:m 2
Ng, where the index i refers to the square-free numbers in
each of the Pell equations (see, for instance, [6] for details
on the Pell equation). Once these numbers are known the
nk can be found by solving the system of r-uncoupled [5],
linear, diophantine equations

X1
m¼1

yimnkim ¼ qi; i ¼ 1; . . . ; r: (2.4)

Notice that, once the qi are fixed, only a finite number of

spins kim=2, m ¼ 1; . . . ;Mi, come into play in the
equations (2.4).
It may happen that some of these equations admit no

solutions. In this case
P

r
i¼1 qi

ffiffiffiffiffi
pi

p
does not belong to the

area spectrum. On the other hand, if they do admit solu-
tions, the

P
r
i¼1 qi

ffiffiffiffiffi
pi

p
belong to the spectrum of the area

operator, the numbers kim tell us the spins involved, and the
nkim count the number of times that the edges labeled by the

spin kim=2 pierce the horizon.
Let us denote by Si

qi , i ¼ 1; . . . ; r, the set built from the

solutions to the ith diophantine equation appearing in (2.4)
as

S i
qi ¼

�
si ¼ fðkim; nkimÞgMi

m¼1:
XMi

m¼1

yimnkim ¼ qi

�
:

The elements in these sets are combined in the Cartesian
product Sa ¼ Xr

i¼1S
i
qi to give all the solutions to the

system (2.4). The set Sa contains all the spin configura-
tions s ¼ ðs1; s2; . . . ; srÞ 2 Sa defined by the area a ¼P

r
i¼1 qi

ffiffiffiffiffi
pi

p
.

Once we have these configurations the black hole de-
generacy spectrum is obtained as

DðaÞ :¼ X
s2Sa

ðPr
i¼1

P
ðk;nkÞ2si

nkÞ!Q
r
i¼1

Q
ðk;nkÞ2si

nk!
PðsÞ; (2.5)

where the sum
P

ðk;nkÞ2si
and product

Q
ðk;nkÞ2si

are ex-

tended to the elements ðk; nkÞ of the ith component si of
the spin configuration s. The factor PðsÞ ¼ Pðs1; . . . ; srÞ is
introduced to take into account the projection constraint.
The different choices for P will be discussed in the follow-
ing sections.

III. DIOPHANTINE EQUATIONS

The purpose of this section is twofold. We will first
introduce a generating function giving the number of so-
lutions for a collection of uncoupled diophantine equations
of the form given by (2.4). Afterward we will modify this
generating function in order to get the reordering degener-
ations given by the sum of multinomial coefficients in (2.5)
obtained by taking PðsÞ ¼ 1 for every configuration.
The generating functions that we will discuss in the

following are written in terms of variables that we will
denote as xi with i in one-to-one correspondence with the
square-free numbers pi. They involve numerical constants
that are obtained from the solutions to the Pell equations
for each pi, in particular, the numbers kim and yim intro-
duced in the previous section. For each of the diophantine
equations given by (2.4) the generating function counting
the number of its solutions can be found in any textbook on
discrete mathematics or combinatorics (see, for example,
[7]). It has the following simple form:
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G#sol
i ðxiÞ ¼

Y1
m¼1

1

ð1� xy
i
m

i Þ
: (3.1)

The coefficient of xqii in the Taylor expansion of (3.1)
around xi ¼ 0 gives the number of non-negative solutions
to the corresponding diophantine equation (2.4). Notice
that, although we are writing an infinite product, in every
case we only need a finite number of yim (those smaller or
equal to qi) in order to determine the required coefficient.

The total number of solutions for a system of such
uncoupled diophantine equations is just given by the prod-
uct of the individual generating functions

G#solðx1; x2; . . .Þ ¼
Y1
i¼1

G#sol
i ðxiÞ ¼

Y1
i¼1

Y1
m¼1

1

ð1� xy
i
m

i Þ
:

(3.2)

Notice again that for a fixed value of the area only a finite
number of square-free pi will be involved and, hence, the
infinite product

Q1
i¼1 is, in fact, finite.

The generating function G#sol just computes
P

s2Sa
1 for

each allowed value of the area (and it gives zero if Sa ¼
;). The coefficient of the term xq11 � � � xqrr in the Taylor

expansion of G#sol is the number of solutions to the system
of simultaneous diophantine equations (2.4) and, hence, it
coincides with

P
s2Sa

1. Now we want to modify (3.2) in

such a way that we obtain a generating function for the sum
of multinomial numbers

X
s2Sa

ðPr
i¼1

P
ðk;nkÞ2si

nkÞ!Q
r
i¼1

Q
ðk;nkÞ2si

nk!
: (3.3)

A simple way to do it is following a two step approach:
First we modify (3.1) to introduce the product of factorials
in the denominator of (3.3) in front of each term of its
Taylor expansion. This can easily be done by considering

exp

�X1
i¼1

X1
m¼1

xy
i
m

i

�
:

We still have to introduce the factorial appearing in the
numerator of (3.3). This can be done by manipulating the
previous expression in the following formal way. Let us
take

Gauxð!; x1; x2; . . .Þ ¼
Z 1

0
e�� exp

�
�!

X1
i¼1

X1
m¼1

xy
i
m

i

�
d�

and consider Gauxð!; x1; x2; . . .Þ for ! ¼ 1. It can be read-
ily seen that

Gdðx1; x2; . . .Þ ¼ Gauxð1; x1; x2; . . .Þ

¼
�
1�X1

i¼1

X1
m¼1

xy
i
m

i

��1

has the required form. This is a consequence of the follow-
ing simple formal argument: If fðxÞ ¼ P1

n¼0 anx
n then the

function gð!Þ, whose Taylor coefficients are n!an, is given
in terms of f by

gð!Þ ¼
Z 1

0
e��fð�!Þd� ¼

Z 1

0
e��

�X1
n¼0

an�
n!n

�
d�

¼ X1
n¼0

n!an!
n:

IV. GENERATING FUNCTION FOR THE BLACK
HOLE DEGENERACY SPECTRUM

Let us consider now other choices for P in (2.5). Some of
them have a direct physical meaning whereas others allow
us to discuss other possible projection constraints similar in
form to the standard ones.

A. Toroidal black holes

This case corresponds to considering

PT2ðsÞ ¼ Yr
i¼1

Y
ðk;nkÞ2si

ðkþ 1Þnk :

This choice describes a situation in which the third spin
components mI are unconstrained and can take any of the
kI þ 1 possible values independently of each other. In the
literature this is expressed by saying that no projection
constraint is involved [2] and it can be shown that it
describes toroidal black holes [8]. The relevant generating
function is

GT2ðx1; x2; . . .Þ ¼
�
1�X1

i¼1

X1
m¼1

ðkim þ 1Þxyimi
��1

: (4.1)

The coefficient of term xq11 � � � xqrr in the Taylor expansion

of the previous expression is the total degeneracy (2.5) of a
toroidal horizon with area given by q1

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
p1

p þ � � � þ qr
ffiffiffiffiffi
pr

p
.

The function GT2 can be obtained as before in two steps.
Consider first

exp

�X1
i¼1

X1
m¼1

ðkim þ 1Þxyimi
�
;

that produces the required inverse factorial terms and also
the product

Q
r
i¼1

Q
ðk;nkÞ2si

ðkþ 1Þnk , and then introduce

the factorial term in the numerator of (2.5) by using the
same formal trick described at the end of Sec. III. As in
previous instances the formal infinite products and sums in
(4.1) are, in practice, finite because only a finite number of
square-free integers are involved for a fixed area value.
This means that the generating function can be considered,
for concrete computations, as a rational function with a
finite number of variables.
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B. Spherical black holes

In the case where we have spherical symmetry the so-
called projection constraint

XN
I¼1

mI ¼ 0 (4.2)

must be satisfied by the spin components mI. The accepted
view in LQG [9], that we will refer to as the DLM count-
ing, is that each mI is further constrained to satisfy mI 2
f�kI=2; kI=2g. There are other proposals in the literature,
in particular, the GM counting of [10], where a different
prescription mI 2 f�kI=2;�kI=2þ 1; . . . ; kI=2� 1;
kI=2g is suggested. From a purely combinatorial point of
view both can be treated in a very similar way so in the
following we will give generating functions for both
approaches.

The new ingredient that we need in order to take into
account the projection constraint is a suitable way to count
the number of solutions to (4.2). This can be done in a
straightforward way. For the standard DLM counting, once
the values of kI at the punctures are given, the number of
solutions to the projection constraint is the constant term in
the Laurent expansion of

YN
I¼1

ðzkI þ z�kI Þ;

whereas for the GM counting the number of solutions to
the projection constraint is the constant term in the Laurent
expansion of

YN
I¼1

XkI
�¼0

zkI�2� ¼ YN
I¼1

zkIþ1 � z�kI�1

z� z�1
:

The generating function in these cases can be easily ob-
tained from the toroidal one (4.1) by taking now

PDLM
S2 ðs; zÞ ¼ Yr

i¼1

Y
ðk;nkÞ2si

ðzk þ z�kÞnk ;

PGM
S2 ðs; zÞ ¼

Yr
i¼1

Y
ðk;nkÞ2si

�Xk
�¼0

zk�2�

�
nk

¼ Yr
i¼1

Y
ðk;nkÞ2si

�
zkþ1 � z�k�1

z� z�1

�
nk
:

In view of the structure of the PDLM
S2 ðs; zÞ and PGM

S2 ðs; zÞ
terms we can get the desired generating function by sub-

stituting the ðkim þ 1Þ term in (4.1) for ðzkim þ z�kimÞ or

ðPkim
�¼0 z

kim�2�Þ respectively. This way we obtain

GDLM
S2 ðz; x1; x2; . . .Þ ¼

�
1�X1

i¼1

X1
m¼1

ðzkim þ z�kimÞxyimi
��1

;

(4.3)

GGM
S2 ðz; x1; x2; . . .Þ ¼

�
1�X1

i¼1

X1
m¼1

�Xkim
�¼0

zk
i
m�2�

�
xy

i
m

i

��1
:

(4.4)

These functions have an extra auxiliary argument z that is
not present in (4.1). The coefficient of the term
znxq11 � � � xqrr tells us the value of the sum (2.5) with a

projection constraint given by the condition

X
I

mI ¼ n:

Notice that, at variance with the cases discussed in the
previous sections, the exponents of z can be negative and,
hence, the expansions that we have to use are Laurent
series in z. The choice n ¼ 0 corresponds to the spherical
black holes.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND COMMENTS

We have given a collection of generating functions for a
series of combinatorial problems related to the description
of the black hole degeneracy spectrum in loop quantum
gravity. The coefficients of their power series expansions
give us the exact solution to the counting problems that we
want to solve. In particular, the generating functions (4.3)
and (4.4) give us the spherical black hole degeneracy
spectrum for the different countings considered here,
whereas (4.1) gives the one corresponding to the toroidal
case. For horizons of higher genus it is expected that
similar formulas hold [8].
We want to end with some comments. The first is that,

despite the apparent infinite number of terms involved in
the different sums and products appearing in the paper, for
a given value of area only finite numbers of variables and
terms are needed. It is only the fact that the diophantine
equations that we need to solve have an effective number of
variables that depends on the area, that forces us to intro-
duce a formally infinite number of them.
To convince the reader of the power of this generating

function techniques we give here a concrete numerical

example: For an area a ¼ 40
ffiffiffi
2

p þ 40
ffiffiffi
3

p
the number of

possible configurations can be computed by the consider-
ing the generating function

G#solðx1; x2Þ ¼ 1

ð1� x21Þð1� x121 Þð1� x2Þð1� x42Þð1� x152 Þ

and extracting the coefficient of the term x401 x402 which has
a value of 84. The total degeneracy (in the DLM counting)
is obtained by taking the generating function
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GDLM
S2 ðz; x1; x2Þ ¼ 1

1� ðz2 þ z�2Þx21 � ðz16 þ z�16Þx121 � ðzþ z�1Þx2 � ðz6 þ z�6Þx42 � ðz25 þ z�25Þx152
:

The value of the black hole degeneracy Dð40 ffiffiffi
2

p þ 40
ffiffiffi
3

p Þ is given by the coefficient of the z0x401 x402 in the power series
expansion of GDLM

S2 ðz; x1; x2Þ. This is

Dð40 ffiffiffi
2

p þ 40
ffiffiffi
3

p Þ ¼ 991 809 938 488 860 909 241 077 458 398 212:

The second comment is that once we have exact closed-
form expressions for the black hole degeneracies we can
ask ourselves about their asymptotic limit and hence ex-
tract conclusions for macroscopic black holes. It is very
important to realize that without such exact and closed-
form expressions the problem of extracting all the relevant
information in the macroscopic limit is very hard and some
important features may actually be missed if coarse and
difficult-to-control approximations are used. An important
feature of the black hole degeneracy spectrum that one
would wish to recover in the macroscopic limit is the
effective equispaced area spectrum found in [2]. In our
opinion if such behavior is present it would be very strong

evidence that LQG provides an accurate description of
quantum gravity with the right semiclassical limit. We
hope that the asymptotic analysis of the generating func-
tions given above will uncover this type of behavior.
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